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2 Why I Was Left Behind or Perspective First, let's go back to that green triangle I
drew for you. Why was I not included in the triangle? Because you didn’t send me a
note. You have to send me a letter. If you fail to do so, you will only get a few pieces
of the puzzle. However, if you send me a note and I write back, I’ll get the rest of the

puzzle. You will get the rest of the puzzle when you turn 17. 3 Write me a note
telling me what you’d like to know about yourself. I look forward to hearing from

you. 4 5 6 7 8 9 Why I Was Left Behind This is one of many notes I get from
students. Sometimes, they even send me notes anonymously. Thank you for being
my “what if”. 10 Letter Number 3 I Was Left Behind by Ashley Pickens This is a note

from a student who took the same class as me. She has been going through the
same thing. If you are struggling with anything, just reach out. I wrote back to her

and she wrote me back. 11 Letter Number 3 by Ash Pickens 12 Why I Was Left
Behind by Ashley Pickens This is a picture of her and her mom. 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Why I Was Left Behind by Jenna 20 Letter Number 4 This is a letter from a student
who has been going through the same thing. Keep me posted! This is really close to
my heart, I wanted to cry when I read it because it reminded me of something I went
through. 21 Letter Number 4 by Jenna 22 23 24 Why I Was Left Behind by Jennifer 25
Letter Number 5 I Was Left Behind by Jennifer This is a letter from a close friend that

I went to high school with. She was a freshman
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48V TYPEÂ .The present
invention relates to housings
for use with receptacles, and

more particularly to a
receptacle having a self-

closing door. A great number
of electrical devices are sold
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with receptacles for
receiving plugs for use with
the electrical device. One

common type of such
receptacles has a door that

prevents outside objects
from accessing the
receptacle when an

electrical device is plugged
into the receptacle. The door
opens in response to being

electrically engaged with the
electrical device. Such doors

are sometimes called
"molded-in" or "snap-in"
doors, or even "spring-

operated" or "push-to-open"
doors, because they are

opened by a spring or other
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type of spring device, which
is presumably more easily
manipulated than a device

that opens a door by a
separate opening

mechanism. The present
invention provides a plug-

receiving receptacle having
a door in which the door is
automatically opened in

response to electrical
engagement and is

automatically closed in
response to disengagement,
such that the door does not
require any separate closure

mechanism. _locals.var =
_locals.arguments[0]; }); } _l
ocals.container.appendChild(
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_locals.breadcrumb); if
(_locals.body.type ===

"javascript") { _locals.contai
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